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DEAR READER,
I quoted
Dillon to is
a vet
this week.
it’s been
kind of week, I’ve
1.
WhetherJames
ADAS calibration
required,
or not,Yep,
depends
on thethat
vehicle,
the calibration
method
or dynamic),
which sensor
is being My pet rabbit
been
a regular little
ray(static
of sunshine.
Thisand
is relevant,
I promise.
calibrated (Camera/Radar/LiDAR). Generally, ADAS calibration is needed
began
dragging her hind legs – she’d been hopping about happily one day,
after any repair that influences the wheel alignment and ride height. This
and
seemingly
paralysed
the next. Itorelayed
the
distressing problem over the
ranges from simple
bush replacement
subframe
refitting/replacement.
phone to a receptionist and they managed to book me in with the vet the
following morning.
After a quick physical examination, she suggested a course of medicine
to try, “it could be a number of things, a broken bone, an infection, or
something more serious…” Well, I didn’t want to pay out for a course of
treatment for arthritis when they didn’t have a clue what was wrong so I
asked if they could do an X-ray or blood test to start eliminating issues, to
which they replied they didn’t have the facility to do either.
I was dumbfounded, if they had had been transparent about their (in)
capabilities, I would not have wasted my time – and I told the manager
they should focus on getting to the root of a problem through testing not
guessing! Well, karma took this and ran with it – the all-knowing, super vet
we then visited said a few tests would get to the bottom of it, which would
cost around £900.
Now I love my pets, but this quote instigated an instant ethical conundrum,
for some, I appreciate, it would simply mean rabbit stew for tea. Of course,
like most enthusiastic (annoying) customers, I had already undertaken
'Google diagnostics' on the symptoms, so after he explained the potential
causes, having discounted some after checking her over and asking about
her behaviour, the vet agreed we could take a punt on the likely cause, start
the medication, and keep our fingers crossed. Thankfully, it worked.
Getting to the root of a vehicle problem should not present such a
huge diagnostic bill but customer education
and transparency is key. In this issue, we focus
on justifying services and the importance of
diagnostics when it comes to ADAS, aircon and DPF
maintenance.

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR
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industry

Richard Maitland-Price,
owner of Shaws Service
Station in Rhyl

EV SCHEME FOR SERVICESURE MEMBERS
GSF Car Parts has introduced a new scheme to help its
548-strong network of Servicesure garages unlock the
potential of EVs and hybrids for their business.
EVsure is available as an add-on for existing members who
have at least one technician qualified to the IMI’s Level 3
Techsafe standard, enabling them to work safely on EVs.
Members who become EVsure garages have access to
national branding and promotion, discounted technical advice
and equipment, and professionally accredited training and
development.

GSF Car Parts Head of Garage Programmes Paul Dineen
said: “We believe EVsure is going to be a gamechanger for
the aftermarket. Main dealers have held a monopoly on EV
maintenance and repair for too long, and we know from
experience that independent garage owners can offer
excellent value for money alongside outstanding service that
matches and often exceeds main dealers.
“EVsure will enable our Servicesure members to directly
compete with main dealers by offering a qualified, trusted and
good value alternative.”

SCOTT AND DARLING HEAD
DOWN UNDER!

INDUSTRY

Recently appointed JLM Lubricants’ brand ambassador
Steve Scott, founder of the SimplyDiag Network,
is joining DPF Doctor Darren Darling on a trip to
Australia’s Auto Aftermarket Expo this month.
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Speaking of his network and the decision to
accompany Darren, Steve said: “I started out in 2009
as a mobile automotive diagnostician when I returned
from overseas working in R&D on mechanised
landmine clearance in Africa and the Middle East.
I now work with thousands of technicians in every
corner of the globe after establishing the SimplyDiag
Network. My goal was to create a worldwide
community of technicians that want to be at the top
of their game through learning and sharing.”
“As part of my own commitment to ongoing learning,
I am a member of Darren’s DPF Doctor Network. When
the opportunity arose to accompany him on this
tour so that he could meet DPF Doctor Members in
Australia, I couldn’t say no! But this tour also gives me
an incredible opportunity to share my expertise and

knowledge and to meet members of the SimplyDiag
Network in Australia. And as brand ambassadors for
JLM Lubricants we can fly the flag for JLM too given
it has a strong and loyal following of technicians in
Australia.”

MEET THE EXPERTS AT THE UK GARAGE AND
BODYSHOP EVENT
Registration has opened for the UK Garage and Bodyshop
Event, taking place at Birmingham’s NEC from 8-9 June,
providing workshops with the opportunity to explore
training, network and discuss tackling emerging
technologies and trends
autotechnician invites readers to Meet the Experts at its
informal networking lounge, G40, where trainers will join the
team after delivering presentations at the nearby Workshop &
EV/Hybrid Hubs to help visitors explore the next step in their
training journey. Find out more in an event preview within the
May issue.
Training partners include Autogem, Automotive Alliance Group
(Group Auto), Bilstein Group (Blue Print & febi Bilstein) Bosch
Automotive Aftermarket UK, Bosch Car Service, Castrol with their
ambassador partner, The Race Group, Dayco Europe, Liqui Moly
UK, LKQ Euro Car Parts Snap-on Diagnostics, Thatcham Research,
The Tool Connection and ZF [pro]Tech. The full exhibitor list can
be found at www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com.
With 60+ training sessions, a hardcopy training guide and free
business advice from experts in their field, the event offers the
opportunity for upskilling and learning tips and techniques to
take back to the workshop.

“The UK vehicle aftermarket is entering the biggest shift in living
memory with the transition to hybrid and electric vehicles,
compounded by ADAS-enabled technology and increasing
digitalisation and connectivity in the sector,” says Kristan
Johnstone, project director at Messe Frankfurt UK, organisers of
the exhibition.
“The tools we want to equip our visitors with go beyond the
technician’s toolbox, and includes the knowledge, technology
and equipment in the back-office function that help bodyshops
and garages to run their businesses more efficiently and
profitably,” says Johnstone.
Event tickets are free of charge and available here: https://
uk-garage-and-bodyshop-2022.reg.buzz/

SAVE THE DATE!
Dates have been confirmed for
autotechnician's Big Weekend in 2022. The
two-day training event will take place at
Delphi Technologies in Warwick on Friday
23rd and Saturday 24th September.
Job-useful, practical advice will be on the
agenda, for tackling the latest systems and
vehicles, without forgetting the vital theory
and knowledge of the fundamentals that
underpin success. The event is designed for
both technicians and workshop owners. One
and two-day tickets will be available, further
news will be announced in the May issue.

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !

INDUSTRY

Name
Company
Discipline
Exp Date
ID Number
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AUTO:RESOURCE VIDEO SERIES
EXPLORES INDUSTRY TRENDS
auto:resource sat down with the CEO of LKQ Euro Car Parts,
Andy Hamilton, to explore the current challenges and
opportunities for workshops.
In the three-part interview series, Andy offers insight into
the trends that are impacting the aftermarket and shares
his views on how independent workshops can adapt and
remain competitive.
Part One explores developments in the workshop:
How advancing technologies are posing big questions
for workshops, such as how to adapt, where to invest,
and where to start. Andy shares his views on workshops
maintaining an all-makes proposition and how evolving
technology shapes the independent repair sector, and whether
there will be increased marque and specific repair specialisms.
Part Two focusses on managing the business – how businesses
can adopt new solutions to run their operations more
effectively and influence their profitability and enhance the
customer experience they offer.

IAAF COUNCIL ANNOUNCES NEW MEMBERS
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation,
IAAF, has formed its 2022 council, which regularly
debates industry issues and IAAF policy, and consists of
distributors, suppliers, buying groups, service providers
and garages. Hayley Pells of Avia Autos has been
appointed to head up the IAAF Garage Section, saying:
"Joining the IAAF is a seminal moment for me, promoting

Part Three explores the industry’s influence on the wider world.
Regulatory changes on the horizon have implications for the
independent workshop, when combined with the advancing
trends of electrification, ADAS and digitalisation, what might
our industry look like in the future?
View Part One of the series at:
www.autoresource.co.uk/resources/advice-and-insights/
the-garage-of-today-tomorrow-and-the-future

and securing the future of the independent automotive
aftermarket has never been more critical. I am honoured
to have been elected as a Council Member and hope my
experience within the sector will allow me to contribute
in a meaningful way."
Richard Welland, WAI, has begun his second year of
his term as President, Craig McCracken of Arnold Clark
Autoparts is Vice President and Lawrence Bleasdale of
TMD Friction was re-elected to the position of Treasurer.

QR CODES CONFIRM AUTHENTICITY
DRiV Motorparts, a division of Tenneco, has
introduced unique QR codes to the packaging
of its Ferodo LV pads and rotors, Jurid LV pads
and rotors, and will be adding them to Monroe
shock absorbers, MOOG parts and other
products in the following months.

INDUSTRY

By scanning the QR code, workshops can
instantly confirm the part is a genuine DRiV
product – should the QR code reveal that a
part is a counterfeit, the installers are taken to
a page where they are able to report the issue
directly to the technical support centre.
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Technicians will also be able to enhance their
skills by scanning the code, linking to the
Garage Gurus Learning Management System
which, after viewers create a free account,
offers a host of technical courses, webinars
and materials.
Once technicians scan the QR code with a smartphone, they are
taken to a main menu where they view product specifications,
fitting advice, warranty conditions to how to directly contact the
manufacturer’s technical support.
Massimiliano Milani, Executive Director Marketing, Sales and
Commercial Operations, DRiV EMEA Motorparts, said: “With

all the emerging technologies and developments that the
automotive industry is experiencing, it’s never been more
exciting to work in the sector, but at the same time we
understand that the life of a technician is getting harder. By
adding the QR codes to product packaging, we are supplying
installers with comprehensive, invaluable information at a time
when they need it most, plus giving them the chance to even
further enhance their skillset.”

WE UNDERSTAND
CAR ELECTRONICS

REMANUFACTURING OF
ELECTRONICS CAR COMPONENTS
Let’s keep it cost effective & reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK

01206 849920
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

Save the date!
Big Weekend
returns to Warwick
this autumn

AUTOTECH 2022

autotechnician will bring a group of technicians,
workshop owners, trainers and aftermarket suppliers
together again this September to share ideas, inspire
and have some fun whilst learning about emerging
technology and new opportunities at Delphi
Technologies’ training workshop in Warwick.
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Job-useful, practical advice will be on the agenda, for tackling
the latest systems and vehicles, without forgetting the vital
theory and knowledge of the fundamentals that underpin
success. The event is designed for both technicians and
workshop owners.

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

New for 2022:
Information packs will be provided for delegates
who attend for one or both days.
The option to extend networking into the first
evening will be provided!
The Big Weekend will take place in Warwick on Friday
23rd and Saturday 24th September. More details to
follow in the May issue.
If you would like to know as soon as one & two-day
subsidised tickets are available, register your interest
by email:g:
Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk.

Test your
Knowledge

NOW!

There is a brand-new test to get your teeth
into! This case study centres around a P0303
fault code. It examines procedures, diagnostic
tool use, knowledge of gasoline direct
injection systems and coil-on-plug ignition
systems. Head to www.autotechnician.co.uk/
registration to take the quiz and test your
knowledge now!

Currently there are 14 quizzes available, designed by
independent trainers for all levels of experience and we have
just included a new case study that centres around a P0303
fault code. It examines procedures, diagnostic tool use,
knowledge of gasoline direct injection systems and coil-onplug ignition systems.
So, why not benchmark your skills and see if you are as
good as you think you are?
• They are completely free
• Registration is quick and simple at:
www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration
• You receive instant results emailed directly to your inbox
• Supporting information is given to explain the answers
• The assessments are completely confidential
• Assessments suit all levels of ability.
Simply fill out a brief registration form and you can take all
the tests at your own pace.

It’s a
no brainer!

Head to w
ww.autote
chnician.
co.uk/reg
istration to
register
for the qu
izzes.
Good luck
!

www.autotechnician.co.uk
facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
twitter.com/autotech_mag

Autotech is part of the Autotechnician portfolio of brands designed
to assist independent workshop owners and technicians in an everevolving trade. For more information on any of the Autotechnician
brands, or to subscribe, please go to www.autotechnician.co.uk.
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

Media Partner:

CASE STUDY:
Misleading fault
codes
By Des Davies AAE MIMI,
Top Gear Motor Services
Vehicle: Seat Ibiza 1.4 16V 2008, mileage 75,546
Symptoms: Fault code PO322, stalling & non-start

A customer brought their 2008 Seat Ibiza into the workshop,
complaining that the vehicle had started to play up recently, it
would stall then crank over but not restart. After allowing it to
cool down for 30 minutes or more, the engine would start but
not rev up, there was no power and it would stall again. When,
eventually, it did start up once more it would run normally.
This had happened on two occasions and the customer was
now frightened to go very far but needed to use it for longer
journeys as he was off to university.
This vehicle had been ‘diagnosed’ and checked over at different
garages who suggested that the fuel pump and ignition coil
needed replacing and they had fitted new spark plugs. No
other previous work was disclosed by the customer.
I first checked inside the vehicle to see if the check engine
light was displayed on the instrument panel when the engine
was running, but there was no warning light present, and the
vehicle was actually running well.
My next job was to conduct a road test and attempt to recreate
the faults, but the vehicle performed really well and displayed
none of the symptoms the customer was complaining about.
I then connected my scanner to the OBD connector to check
for any fault codes to help me with my diagnosis. There was a
fault code PO322, which I was interested in, and a fault code for
the ABS system and central locking codes.

Common symptoms for code PO322:

CASE STUDY

• Engine misfire
• Engine stumble
• Lack of power in the engine
• Engine hesitation
• Engine cranks but will not start.
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• Short to ground in power supply circuit to the ignition
distributor/ignition/engine speed sensor
• Faulty ignition, distributor, or engine speed sensor.
Other possible causes:
• Defective crankshaft position sensor(s)
• Defective camshaft position sensor(s)
• Corroded or faulty crankshaft position sensor(s) connections
or wirings
• Misfiring engine
• Rough running
• PCM fault.

Checks for anomalies
I then used my scanner to check the live data Parameter
IDs, PIDs, to see if anything stood out, but all looked OK. The
fuel trims were good and there was no evidence of ignition
misfires. The 4-gas analyser was then inserted into the exhaust
tail pipe – this is a quick and easy test I like to do to check for
any anomalies and to see the burning of the air/fuel mixture at
idle and cruise in the combustion chambers. For a 14-year-old
vehicle, it was running well.
Idle - CO 0.8%, HC 170ppm, CO2 1410%, O2 0.8%, Lambda
1.03λ

Sounds familiar to me, so let us have a look at some of the
possible causes for this code:

Cruise - CO 0.3%, HC 90ppm, CO2 1420%, O2 0.3%, Lambda
1.01λ

• Open in control circuit (ground circuit) between the
distributor/ignition/engine speed sensor and PCM

It was now time now to work smarter and not harder and plan
a diagnostic testing method to help me identify the fault, or
faults, within this system. I decided to get some technical data
to familiarise myself with the system and circuits involved and
to set up a plan of attack.

• Open in the power supply circuit between distributor/
ignition/engine speed sensor and PCM

I was looking for the easiest and best system component
to do a non-intrusive test – a good starting point of my
diagnostics. I decided to check the crankshaft sensor
output using my PicoScope as I thought that this would be
an easy sensor to locate and check. However, I discovered
that this sensor was at the back of the engine and the
access to the connections was awkward.
I could not physically or visually see the crank sensor,
so I decided to check the sensor at the ECU, which was
located at the bulkhead near the battery. It was fairly easy
to connect my test leads. I referred to my technical data to
find the pin no's 82, 87 and 108 for the crankshaft sensor,
which were yellow and grey wires and brown/blue at the
engine ECU. See Figure 1.
I tested the crankshaft sensor, see Figure 2, then tested the
camshaft sensor. This was located on top of the engine and
was easy to access, Figure 3 shows this waveform. Both
these sensor outputs were good. I then ran the engine for
a while to check for dropouts with the two sensors on a
longer time base, but all was well, so it was time to have a
think about the next step.

“Some customers believe that I
can tell them what the problem
is with their vehicle just by
reading the fault codes, I have
to be very diplomatic with
them and explain that I need
to test the vehicle systems and
components to help diagnose
the faults”

I could check the sync of the cam and crank sensors to try
to get a known good sensor reading, but I did not have one
in my own library. I could research online for a known good
sensor synchronisation or perform an in-cylinder test, but
as the cambelt cover on this vehicle is easy to remove, with

CASE STUDY

Figure 1: I referred to my technical data to find the pin no's 82,
87 and 108 for the crankshaft sensor, which were yellow and
grey wires and brown/blue at the engine ECU
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THE CHASSIS
EXPERTS
Schaeffler is a trusted technical partner of the automotive
industry, delivering high-tech components and systems for
OE fitment by vehicle manufacturers around the world.
We have used this OE know-how and engineering excellence to
create our FAG steering and suspension range, which offers a
genuine quality alternative to independent workshops.
It is also the perfect accompaniment to our leading range of
FAG hub repair solutions, which offers garages genuine OE
quality at a competitive price. And, as always from Schaeffler,
everything a technician needs to carry out a professional
wheel bearing repair or hub unit replacement is in just one box,
so you can simply fit and forget.
FAG. The chassis experts.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk

3YEAR

Warranty

Figure 2: The crankshaft sensor waveform was good

only two clips on the top cover, it made sense to check this first
(thinking smarter not harder).
On removing the top cover, I shone my hand held light down
towards the timing belt and could see the guide pulley and its
plastic surround had disintegrated and was probably lying at
the bottom of the engine near the crankshaft sprocket waiting
to do some damage! I could get my hand down onto the
timing belt and move the belt, I felt a lot of play and slackness
in the belt, indicating that the valve timing must be out.
At last, I had found the problem! The camshaft timing was
allowed to move out of sync with the crankshaft, moving the
valve timing away from manufacturers specifications, and
therefore causing the intermittent issues – where was this in
the fault code description? Do not always rely on fault codes
as they will bite you on the arse and I have previously had
big teeth marks there, painful, and embarrassing! This vehicle
needed a new timing belt kit complete with guide pulleys,
tensioner, water pump and auxiliary belt.

In summary
Fault codes can be misleading. You can end up chasing your
tail and you may start playing parts darts, which is no good for
the customer or your reputation.
I have some customers asking me to check their vehicle for
fault codes when the check engine light appears on the
dashboard, they then want me to give them the codes so that
they can repair the vehicle themselves. This does not work.

Figure 3: The camshaft sensor waveform also proved to be good

Trust your knowledge of basic systems, your testing methods,
tools, equipment, and always think outside the box. If you are
not sure of your testing results, test again using a different
method and test equipment, go back again and revisit your last
previous test to see if you have missed something.
We are all under pressure with time and workload, the
customer always asks how long it will take to fix the car before
you start diagnosing the problem. It is very easy to rush and
make mistakes, I am guilty of this myself.
Training and learning are essential! As is having the right
information and vehicle data to help you fix the vehicle.
Knowledge is power!

CASE STUDY

I have had a few problems with previous vehicles that have
either a cam or crank sensor fault codes and whilst testing
these systems they have displayed good waveforms, but
when you check both together on the oscilloscope against a
known good sensor waveform, they have had cam/crank sync
problems, indicating valve timing issues. One example was a
vehicle that had been fitted with three, yes three, new cam
sensors by a local garage as the check engine light kept being
displayed after replacing the camshaft sensor. They assumed
that they were faulty sensors! The previous garage had been
road testing this vehicle after fitting each camshaft sensor with
a broken tensioner and flapping belt, how lucky were they! This
had been going on for a few weeks.

Some customers believe that I can tell them what the problem
is with their vehicle just by reading the fault codes. I have to be
very diplomatic with them and explain that I need to test the
vehicle systems and components to help diagnose the faults,
you just cannot fix vehicles going by what fault codes have
been retrieved.
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What happens if you put your
prices up? Or should the
question be, what if I don't?
Andy Crook of GotBoost Training ponders
the ‘fair exchange’ and suggests the labour
rate is something only garage owners
concern themselves with and is not actually
that important to customers

BY ANDY CROOK,
GOTBOOST

The three reasons why you should put your prices up:
1. More income, therefore more profit
2. It allows you to invest in your business

What happens if you put your prices up?
The first thing that happens is your takings will increase as long
as the business activity remains the same. That income could
allow you to invest in the business to provide a better service.
And if you have a better service, you can win and keep better
customers. But that relies on the principle of fair exchange.

What is a fair exchange?
Fair exchange is when both parties feel like the transaction
is equal, that you are both getting what you want out of the
transaction. If there isn't a fair exchange for one side or the
other, then ultimately, the relationship will come to an end
because one party will be dissatisfied with what they're getting
from the arrangement. This is why you can't just keep putting
up your prices and not improve the level of service. If you do
that, you will start to lose customers because they will feel
ripped off or that you're too expensive for the value that you
provide. That is the negative aspect of putting up your prices,
but this only applies if you do not reinvest in your business and
the services you provide.

BUSINESS

The positive part of putting your prices up, and it is linked to
the principle of fair exchange, the higher the price, the more
you want to do a better job, the more able you are to do a
better job, because you're able to invest more in your business.
This is because you generate a surplus of cash to invest in
the business instead of getting to the end of the month, year,
quarter, and just about pay your bills.
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3. It allows you to provide a better service, which
ultimately results in you winning, and keeping, better
customers.

Why haven’t you put your prices up?
The real reason why you haven't put your prices up is fear
– the fear of the unknown, of not knowing what happens
when you do put your prices up. About every time I have
this conversation there is a certain amount of pushback, a
reluctance to increase prices. This is due to self-limiting beliefs;
you simply do not believe you can charge more. This glass
ceiling is holding your business back.

What happens if you don't put your prices up?
What happens if you believe your customers simply won't
pay more and don’t increase your prices? Ultimately, you will
be working for less because of inflation. Inflation averaged
2.6%, over the last 20 years. This means if you haven't put your
prices up year on year by 3%, you're working for less each year,
because of something called Net Present Value, (NPV).
Have you noticed that prices around you are going up for other
commodities, especially utilities, gas, and electricity? Is it not
right and fair that you pass on your increasing costs to your
customers to cover your overheads? Everybody else is doing it,
why don't garages?
You must increase your prices year on year to keep up with
inflation. Otherwise, each year you’re doing the same job for
less. Although the amount of money changing hands is the
same, Net Present Value means that the money in your pocket
today is worth less tomorrow.
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The average labour rate for independent garages in
the UK

When was the last time a customer asked you what
your labour rate was?

The Independent Garage Association, (IGA) carried out a survey
in 2020 and published their findings. In 2020 the average
labour rate for an independent garage across the whole of
the UK was £47.47 plus VAT. Just under 50 quid in 2020. That
report also spoke about inflation, suggesting garages haven't
been putting their prices up and have therefore fallen behind
inflation for the period of their study.

How often does that happen? If ever? All customers want to
know when they book their car in, or when they're asking for
a quote, is how long and how much, so how long is it before
you can do it, and when it will be finished, and how much is it
going to cost me?

There are two types of inflation, the retail price index, and
the consumer price index, but without getting too technical,
inflation is currently running at about 5%. Recent world events
may result in this increasing.
The last time it was anything like this high was 1991 when it
rose to the highest level in the last 20 years, which was 8%. To
give you an idea of how much inflation fluctuates, in 2015 it
was 0.1%.
The question that you've got to ask yourself is how do you
compare with the UK average? Do you consider yourself
average? Or do you consider yourself above average, and does
your labour rate reflect that?

How do you compare?
The only other yardstick you have for comparing your labour
rate is the MOT – the cost of doing an MOT and the time it
takes. The price is set by the government and hasn't gone
up for quite some time, which means that using that as a
yardstick, you also need to factor in the rate of inflation since it
was set.

BUSINESS

The price of the parts you buy has increased, which has
resulted in a price increase for your customers. This goes
unnoticed because you simply add up your margin. So,
inflation or an increase in the cost of the materials, or the cost
of that part to us, makes it feel like we're not increasing our
prices. But in effect, if the cost price was higher because of
inflation or because of changes in the market, then the selling
price will be higher. We are in effect putting our prices up
because our parts prices have increased.
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They're not worried about the difference between the cost of
the parts, the sundries, the labour. They just want to know what
they will be paying when they come to pick it up and when
they can drop it off and when they can collect it.
The labour rate is something only us garage owners concern
ourselves with, but it's not that important to the customers.

All customers want to know is, what will the final
bill be?
How the bill is made up is not that important to them. So, I
think we need to get over ourselves a bit and decide to get in
line with the rest of the country and make sure we're covering
our costs by putting our prices up. Not to exploit customers,
but so the business remains profitable, to enable it to continue
trading and offering that fabulous service that independent
garages provide to customers.
Andy’s 'Atomic Success' program helps garage owners
become more successful in business, providing the support
and tools required to make incremental gains that lead to
massive results.
Want to take back control of your business? Join the
Garage Owners Network and take advantage of the FREE
video training.
www.facebook.com/groups/garageownersnetwork

A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the most
iconic brands in the world.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alfa Romeo
Audi
Bentley
BMW
Cadillac
Chevrolet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chrysler
Citroën
Dacia
Fiat
Ford
Honda

•
•
•
•
•
•

Iveco
Jaguar
Jeep
KIA
Lamborghini
Lancia

•
•
•
•
•
•

Land Rover
Mazda
Mercedes Benz
Mini
Mitsubishi
Nissan

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opel
Peugeot
Porsche
Renault
Seat
Skoda

•
•
•
•
•
•

SCAN ME TO FIND YOUR
NEAREST STOCKIST

The Rapid Group are exclusive distributors of JURID Parts.
Scan the QR Code to ﬁnd your nearest stockist and buy your parts today!

GERMAN OE BRAKING EXPERTISE

Subaru
Suzuki
Toyota
Vauxhall
VW
Volvo

Hella Gutmann Solutions presents
the mega macs X as a versatile, costflexible and convenient solution to the
imminent challenges facing modern
diagnostic professionals

Hella mega macs X product launch:
Ringing in the changes
Stating that we are in a technical revolution might lead to us
being criticised for resorting to clichés but it is difficult to deny.
The pace is also quickening, with EOBD diagnostics being,
perhaps, the most prominent example of it being increasingly
hard to keep up. Several years ago ‘Pass-Thru’ became the
buzzword in the diagnostics scene but many businesses
became frustrated very quickly at the sluggish J2534 protocol.
Led by the immense quantity of data that the latest vehicles
transmit and receive, manufacturers are looking to Integrated
Diagnostic Over Internet Protocol (DOIP) and FD CAN to
provide the necessary means for rapid transfer.

DIAGNOSTICS

Neil Hilton, Hella Gutmann Solutions’ (HGS) Head of Business
Development views that these developments will have an
immense impact on the aftermarket, not least because they
will render many older diagnostics tools redundant. The lack
of security standardisation between manufacturer gateways
means that every technician within a typical all-makes garage
will have to register with each OEM. Complicating the issue
further, carmaker access fees vary considerably, from several
Euros per hour to a minimum of 30€ daily charge.
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Standardisation, therefore, has to be welcomed and HGS’s
Cyber Security Management solution is incorporated within
its new mega macs X. Especially relevant for multi-marque
repairers is a cyber security service that permits a single
registration to gain access to virtually every OEM server. User
data is stored in a ‘trust house’, monitored by SERMI, which is
not passed to the carmakers. All diagnostic tool makers will
have to comply with this cyber security within the next three
years and HGS claims to be the first one to have done so.
HGS stresses that the mega macs X is not just a Vehicle
Communication Interface but a complete diagnostic solution.

To facilitate the replacement of either the main EOBD cable,
or battery, the mega macs X is designed to be dismantled and
repaired

All change but no change

Hella Gutmann Solutions' recent 5.3 billion Euro
takeover by Faurecia, the French trim and electronics
company, has seen the creation of Forvia, the seventh
biggest automotive technology company. There are
no current plans for the Hella brand to be usurped and
the UK structure will remain unchanged. Yet, Hella will
evolve into new areas – such as the Easy2Fit boxed
exhaust system kits. AT will keep you abreast of the
latest developments.

BOOK YOUR TICKETS TO
THE BIG AWARDS 2022!

theBIGawards.org.uk

BRITISH
INDEPENDENT GARAGE
OF THE YEAR AWARDS

2022

431 Euro Turbo
Comprehensive
adapter set

Features
One-click WiFi updates
Remote diagnosis function
11 special service functions
Save & print fault reports wirelessly
Live data graphing, record and display
Full system diagnosis for over 70 brands
Multiple live data streams overlaid at once
Manufacturer-specific reset & service functions
Two year warranty
01752 344 989
enquiries@launchtech.co.uk

Special Service Functions
Immobiliser

Brake bleeding

Injector coding
Battery matching
DPF regeneration
Steering angle reset
Oil light / service reset
Electric throttle relearn
Electronic park brake reset
Tyre pressure monitoring reset
Crankshaft position sensor learn (Gear learn)

Two year software updates

www.launchtech.co.uk

Modular pricing
HGS's flexible pricing stance is an appreciation of the sector's
differing needs. The mega macs X hardware costs a fixed
£1,690. Based on their requirements, HGS offers five packages.
The additional costs comprise a one-off fee for the module
(software), plus an annual charge for the appropriate licence.
The X1 option involves a module cost of £250 with no licence
fee, rising through X2, X3, X4 and X5. The ultimate X5 costs
£1,692 annually, with a one-off £2,000 outlay for the software
module.

As HGS realises that cables are a weak point within a garage
environment, the internal battery is recharged wirelessly

As it lacks a screen, it generates a dedicated Wi-Fi hotspot and
accommodates Windows, Android, Unix, Apple and HGS’s
optional tablet (£1,290). Up to three devices can connect at any
one time.

The remote feature assistance is a notable addition to the
X4 and X5 packages. It sees a Hella Master Technician being
on-hand to guide you through the repair process and being
able to download the appropriate software from the OEM’s
mainframe, if required.
Should a garage decide to down-spec the functions
afterwards, only the reduced licence charge is due. Software
updates are free for life, which HGS defines as ten years.

Guided diagnostics

The X-431 Euro Tab III, from Launch UK, features the
new Smartlink VCI module, delivering enhanced
communication and functions.
Smartlink C runs on the Android 9.0 operating system
and features a 4-inch screen. Its 2.4GHz & 5GHz dual
band communication promotes a quick and stable
connection and the diagnostic tool has built-in repair
information and training video modules to help find and
fix issues fast.
Smartlink communicates directly with the vehicle for
local diagnosis and also remotely for Launch Super
Remote Diagnosis (SRD) using a Smartlink B interface.
A technician can call on a remote service provider
who can connect to the vehicle remotely and use their
experience of OEM and aftermarket diagnostic tools,
to carry out almost any diagnostic or programming
function, on any vehicle.
The VCI is also compatible with Diagnosis over the
Internet protocol (DOIP), CAN FD, (flexible data-rate),
and as a Pass-Thru device communicating by J2534,
D-PDU and RP1210 protocols.
‘Intelligent diagnostics’ is provided for more than 100
car brands, offering topology mapping to provide visual
checks on DTCs and all of the system’s communication
statuses.

The Euro Tab III has 33 service and reset functions, and
features Launch CarSet Electronic database powered
by Haynes PRO; Launch guided diagnosis function;
Optional ADAS calibration function and advanced
coding and programming function.
The Launch professional database is fully integrated into
the diagnostic software and guides users from the DTC
to a step-by-step testing routine. The tool comes with
the Launch O2-1 four-channel oscilloscope and Launch
TSGUN and four TPMS sensors. The TS Gun will read all
sensor information, programme Launch sensors, and
diagnose TPMS fault codes.

The product offers two years’ worth of software updates
as standard, next-day delivery is available, and comes
with a two-year warranty.
www.launchtech.co.uk/oem-level-vehiclediagnostics/x-431-euro-tab-iii

DIAGNOSTICS

The handset features a 13.3-inch display and has 8GB of
on-board memory. The tablet is protected by a silicone
rubber housing with corner reinforcements, a carry
handle, palm brace and a multi position rear stand.
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Figure 1

ALLDATA’s repair software provides garages with
the latest, original OEM repair information for
90% of all vehicles on the road, including TSBs,
DTCs, and more than 3 million technical drawings
and wiring diagrams. Here, it provides a Quick Tip
on diagnosing a Hyundai i40
Hyundai often offers a fault code resolution. Using
ALLDATA Repair, fault codes can be entered in the search
box to display several documents to help with fault
diagnosis including the component position, fault code
requirements and a description of how the fault can be
rectified.
The original manufacturer’s manual from Hyundai for
the P0130 O2 sensor circuit already explains in detail
how the pump lambda sensor works. In addition, it
contains a description of the PIN where measurements
can be taken and what outcome images can be
expected on the oscilloscope, (see Figure 2 & 3).

DIAGNOSTICS

Figure 2
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The correct position of the probe is also shown with a
picture of the vehicle. Even for the most experienced
technician, it is not always clear at first glance whether
you are at the right probe. The images allow you to
confirm you are correct and help you to avoid costly
mistakes. The next step provided in the manufacturer
document P0130 O2 Sensor Circuit (Bank 1 / Sensor 1)
Component Inspection; you have access to detailed
instructions on how to check the probe.
You can then access "Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S)
Repair procedures" for step-by-step instructions on how
to replace the probes.
Because ALLDATA Repair contains original manufacturer
documents, you will also know if a manufacturer's tester
is required or if you can perform the diagnostic with
your own unit.
For more information, or to request a free trial,
click here.
Figure 3

Discover the
next generation of diagnostics.

We believe every workshop should have access to
the best technology and functionality required to carry
out the highest quality repairs. Our new BlueTech VCI
diagnostic solution combines advanced hardware and
smart software to deliver a revolutionary and intuitive
tool, enabling garages to maximize revenue and growth.
Welcome to the BlueTech experience!

delphiaftermarket.com
Delphi Technologies is a brand of BorgWarner Inc.

the next generation
in vehicle diagnostics
mega macs X: give your workshop the X factor
A new concept in vehicle diagnostics, mega macs X from Hella Gutmann
is a modular multi-brand diagnostic tool, configurable for optimum functionality
in every workshop environment.
• Compatible with PCs, notebooks or tablets running Windows, Apple, Android or Linux OS
• Supports CAN FD and DoIP interfaces for new vehicle models such as the Skoda Octavia,
Volvo XC 90 and Volkswagen Golf mk VIII
• Multiple software subscription levels with first 12 months software licence included
(ongoing subscription required thereafter)
• Guided measurement, ADAS calibration and e-mobility functions available
• Built-in security gateway authentication
• Inductive charging
• Comprehensive aftersales support

To find out more and for a FREE demonstration call 01295 662402
or email hgs.support@hella.com

Smart software
autotechnician spoke to Delphi Technologies
about its new diagnostic device that could be
a real game-changer for workshops looking to
enhance their diagnostic capabilities and ‘take
the faff’ out of integrated security gateways
Delphi Technologies has developed its latest diagnostic tool,
the BlueTech VCI, to enable independent workshops to tackle
maintenance and repair tasks that would otherwise be passed
on to a dealer or diagnostic specialist – featuring integrated
DoIP, security gateway, ADAS calibration, and Passthru support.
The DS180/480 (without/with a tablet) also provides support
with trouble codes with its DTC Assist – guiding technicians
though fault-finding procedures thanks to a database of
thousands of real-life workshop repairs and displays expected
live data values on screen so you know what to test and what
results to expect. It gives the probable causes of over 1,700
fault codes across many marques.
The hardware on existing DS tools provides DoIP via an
external adaptor, with the DS180 it is integrated, a third CAN
channel has been added and this device is remote diagnostic
compatible. A flight recorder enables you to perform a
one-man road test; by selecting your parameters and hitting
‘Record’ you can review the data when back in the workshop.

“Here’s the odd thing about fault codes, you plug it in and get
a Cam sensor, you click ‘erase,’ and it won’t erase, and you don’t
get an error. I said to our engineering team, surely, we can give
an error message saying, ‘Software gateway locked vehicle,
cannot erase.’ They said, here’s the weird thing, when you go
to erase an error, if the car’s got a security gateway you get the
same message back from the ECU as if it’s a permanent error.
The ECU doesn’t know the difference, so the error message
you get back from the diagnostic will just say I can’t clear
the code, we can’t display anything as we don’t know if it’s a
secure gateway or not. I said that could be a potentially big
problem for people who don’t have a DS180 or something
with automatic gateway because you get a cam sensor fault,
go to clear the code and it won’t, so you think that must be a
permanent fault, let’s go work on that problem.”
www.delphiautoparts.com/gbr/en

DIAGNOSTICS

One of the biggest USPs of the DS180 is the integrated
security gateway access. Since 2018, Fiat began producing
vehicles with a new Secure Gateway Module, removing direct
scan tool access from the OBD-II connector for any of the
networked modules not related to OBD-II emissions, restricting
maintenance and repair functions. Upon clearance with the
VM, normal duties can resume, such as clearing fault codes
and resetting service information, component activation and
programming adaptations. Workshops must sign up with
each manufacturer and pay each of them, each time access is
required. With the BlueTech VCI, Delphi plays the middleman
– by purchasing a one, two or three-year license, authorisation

is automatic, and you can open up as many gateways as you
like within the Delphi subscription. Delphi’s Technical Services
Manager, Phil Mitchell, told autotechnician: “It’s going to
make life easier on so many levels. Technicians aren’t going to
have to claim back any receipt claims (Phil has spoken to many
technicians who are using their own money to fund gateway
access as it’s too laborious to claim the odd few euros back
each time), and you’re not going to end up running down a
rabbit hole with a fault code...”
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Case study: Timing
chain issues
Opus IVS OEM-trained master technicians support customers in
the automotive aftermarket via its IVS 360 diagnostic support
service, delivered from its Head office in Oxford. A common
case, repeatedly reported by its workshop customers, is timing
chain problems for the VAG TSI 2.0 litre turbocharged engine
family. Issues include a stretched timing chain, malfunctioning
timing chain tensioner and rattling noises from the timing
chain housing. In some cases, a stretched chain can throw
camshaft timing off. In extreme cases, the chain can break,
leading to catastrophic engine failure. Here is how one
customer was guided through the causes and repair steps.
Stretched timing chain problems and repairs described in
this procedure apply to the following Volkswagen models
and engines:
• Models: 2009 – 2015 Volkswagen Jetta, Tiguan, GTI, Passat CC,
Beetle, EOS (2008.5 and up)
• Engines: 2.0 litre turbocharged TSI, TFSI – engine codes CCTA,
CBFA, CAEA, CAEB, CDNC.

Diagnosing the fault
If the malfunction indicator light (MIL) is illuminated, check
for the following fault codes (DTCs) stored in the ECM fault
memory: P0011, P0016, P0341, P000A, P052A. If the engine
is running rough and the MIL is illuminated, get preliminary
diagnosis with a scan tool. Monitor the ECM/live data, use
data block (MVB) 91. With the engine at idle, intake camshaft
adjustment specified and actual should be within +5 degrees
or -5 degrees – any larger value indicates a timing chain that is
dangerously stretched.
To confirm the diagnosis in case of a running engine, or to
ascertain the cause of problems for an engine that does not
run, check mechanical camshaft timing.
• Remove upper timing cover
• Rotate engine until camshaft timing marks on sprockets point
up
• Measure distance between camshaft timing marks, the
correct distance is 124 – 126 mm

DIAGNOSTICS

• The distance specification from intake camshaft to the mark
on the cam cover is 61 – 64 mm.
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If timing is off, the timing chain is stretched and should be
replaced. In addition, if timing is off by as much as one whole
sprocket tooth, it indicates that the chain jumped timing and
may have caused valve/piston interference. Additional testing
for internal engine damage is required. Check the oil screen
located in the camshaft adjuster bridge. It may have come
apart and lodged itself within the camshaft adjuster spool and
the intake camshaft adjuster (only serviced with the intake
camshaft).

Repair steps – check-valve oil screen problems
If timing specifications (as read using scan tool) exceeds ±5°,
but distance measurement between timing marks is correct
(124 – 126 mm), check that the oil screen in the camshaft
adjuster bridge is still in place. If the oil screen has come apart
and lodged itself within the camshaft adjuster spool and intake
camshaft adjuster:
• Remove camshaft bearing bracket
• Check non-return check-valve in bearing bracket
•C
 heck camshaft bearing journals and camshafts – if scoring
can be felt on journals or camshafts, replace bearing bracket
and camshaft
•R
 emove camshaft sprockets and use pressurized oil to test
non-return oil check-valve in cylinder head. Apply 0.5 bar
pressure and make sure pressure does not drop or leak away
within 1 minute
• If cylinder head check-valve is leaky, remove cylinder head
and replace check-valve.
In case of a torn oil screen, if strainer is metal, reuse camshaft
bearing bracket using a new check-valve. If the strainer is
plastic, replace the camshaft bearing bracket. Make sure
remnants of the strainer are removed from the oil duct, these
can clog up the oil duct in the camshaft bearing bracket or
drift into the camshaft bearing. Check the camshaft adjuster,
and control valve, for debris and thoroughly clean if necessary.

Stretched timing chain problems
If the timing chain is stretched past 126 mm maximum range,
replace the timing chain and tensioner. In addition, replace
camshaft adjuster bridge, intake camshaft and spool valve
adjuster. Be sure to search for a missing oil screen in the
camshaft adjuster bridge. Be sure the spool valve piston is level
with the retaining clip.

Jumped timing chain problems
If the distance between camshaft timing marks exceeds 126
mm significantly, there is a chance the timing chain actually
jumped one or more teeth and has caused valve-to-piston
impact. If this is confirmed, replace the cylinder head, timing
chain, timing chain tensioner, crankshaft spur gear and
crankshaft bolt.
For more information on how Opus IVS can support your
workshop, visit: www.opusivs-uk.com or email sales-uk@
opusivs.com.

Smarter. Faster. Fixed.

An Opel (Vauxhall) Insignia that had been
‘seen’ by other garages highlighted a
common theme of misdiagnosis; a lack of
training and product knowledge

Right diagnosis versus best guess and
needless expense
In our ongoing series of case studies,
courtesy of Darren Darling’s DPF
Doctor Network, we hear from DPF
Doctor member Keith Shanahan,
of Shanahan Auto Services in
Ballyedmond, Ireland. You won’t
be surprised to hear that Keith is
an advocate of getting the initial
diagnosis right first time – on time,
every time.

CASE STUDY

We had a couple of jobs in recently which once again
demonstrated the importance of several factors that are sadly
lacking in the many vehicles that come to us after they have
been ‘seen’ by other garages. Correct diagnosis is dependent
on a number of key areas including training, experience,
correct tooling, technical information, product knowledge
and, most importantly, the desire for a technician to seek an
appropriate conclusion to a job – for themselves and for their
customer.
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Today’s case study involves an Opel (Vauxhall) Insignia. This
vehicle had been to another garage. The owner was dismayed
with the results after spending much time and money going
back and forth to their workshop. He contacted me after
reading about us on social media and locating us through the
DPF Doctor Network website. Speaking to this gentleman, I
gathered as much information as I could about the history of
the vehicle, its issues, the work carried out to date including
the extensive list of regenerations and the copious amounts of
additives used.

As part of The DPF Doctor Network we go through a set of
checks in an initial assessment. Part of this entails gathering key
data, checking the physical condition of several components,
checking for trouble codes and much more. Questioning the
customer about their driving, fuelling, and servicing habits is
also essential at this stage.
After completing the initial assessment, we had a lot of
information to go back to our customer with and, to cut a long
story short, we now had a good idea of the direction to go in
regarding diagnosing the cause of our DPF problem.
We may well see one or indeed many faults initially but rather
than fire in some additive or a fistful of parts we dig down to
the root cause of the issue. Every time.
We may need some new parts, a repair of some sort,
appropriate use of our go-to additives, JLM Lubricants, or even
an “educational session” with the customer/driver. We never
jump to conclusions.

In the case of the Insignia, this is what had
happened elsewhere:
• It initially started off with the all too common “Fire in some
additives and drive the s**t out of it!” treatment.
• At no time was the customer asked about his driving style,
distances regularly travelled, service history, fuelling habits,
repair history etc. I knew all too well that the garage in
question hadn’t done themselves or the customer any favours
from the outset.
• Their initial course of action was unsuccessful. In fact, the car
became more sluggish.
• The next step for this hapless garage? “Let’s put in some more
additives and carry out a regen!” In fairness, this time around
they did conduct a code read but disregarded everything that

didn’t seem to be part of the actual DPF component itself.
• The visits to the garage became more frequent, the quantity
of the additives used certainly outweighed the quality of the
same and the regeneration of the DPF became a procedure
that was undertaken multiple times during each visit to the
garage.

On this vehicle we discovered failed heater plugs and a
differential pressure sensor fault caused by a wiring issue.
Regardless of the number of times this DPF was cleaned,
regenerated or soaked in additives, it would clog up time and
time again because of these faults. Unfortunately, in this case
it meant several bills for needless work and expense leading to
the biggest expense of all for this customer – a new DPF.
The technician owes it to the customer to ensure they
really are genuine DPF experts and skilled diagnostic
technicians so they can perform a first-time fix and save
their customer time and money.
For more information on how to diagnose and solve DPF
related issues visit www.the-dpf-doctor.com or www.
jlmlubricants.com

Obviously, by this stage of the customer’s story, alarm bells
were ringing. Later during the job, I discovered several issues
that I knew would crop up after hearing all about it. Due to the
excessive use of cheap additives, and the number of forced
regenerations, the DPF and catalyst were thermally damaged.
Worse than this was the fact that the initial cause of the
problems was not the DPF itself, other much more affordable
components had failed.

CORRECT REPAIRS

THE FIRST TIME
REAL-TIME RELIABLE DIAGNOSTIC SUPPORT YOU CAN
COUNT ON WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST!

DRIVEPRO & IVS 360

I recently called Opus IVS to help guide me on an
electrical fault with a Renault. Their OEM-trained
master technician, Stephen Jones, guided me
efficiently on how to resolve the issue quickly.
Stephen’s guidance was spot on, and he found a corroded
wire which was causing all the issues.
The support via IVS 360 enabled me to fix the car
quickly, saving me lots of time and money.
~Ian, J & A Murphy

sales-uk@opusivs.com

44 (0) 1865 870 060

opusivs-uk.com

CASE STUDY

IVS 360™ Expert LIVE Diagnostic
Support
OE-Licensed Diagnostic
Software
60+ Vehicle Brands With
DrivePro/Autocom
Remote Services For Hassle Free
Programming & Coding Support
Pico 7 Software From PicoScope
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OE quality that does more, for less

With Carwood's new or OE-approved reman,
you'll get a competitively priced, sustainable
part that performs just like the OE - sometimes
even better - backed by expert technical

Remanufactured fuel injectors &
pumps
Off-vehicle DPF deaning

support. For a best-practice, right-1st-time
vehicle repair that you & your customers can
trust. That saves you both time & money. And is

Remanufactured turbochargers

kinder to the environment. Now that's what we
call, doing more, for less.

New & reman HVAC components
New & reman starters &
alternators

It can be tricky to persuade customers
to keep parts of their car clean that they
cannot see. Yet, doing so will reward them
in reduced fuel consumption, lower repair
costs and enhanced reliability.

Keep it clean
When it comes to engines and particulate
filters, garages need to emphasise to
customers that cleanliness really is next
to godliness, as Rob Marshall investigates
The irony of engines becoming dirtier internally to become
cleaner externally is not lost on AT. The demand for lower
tailpipe emissions has resulted in not just greater quantities of
contaminations but also components being more vulnerable
to these impurities.

"The conformity of modern engines with their specified
performance in terms of power, fuel consumption and
emissions over time will depend largely on the cleanliness of
their injectors".
However, while pump fuel contains cleaning additives, the
quantity and specifications vary between brands, despite the
base fuel being, broadly, the same. In many cases, therefore,
forecourt-purchased petrol and diesel cannot be relied upon
alone to keep the injectors clean, let alone other parts of the
engine.

"It can be tricky to
persuade customers to
keep parts of their car
clean that they cannot
see. Yet, doing so will
reward them in reduced
fuel consumption,
lower repair costs and
enhanced reliability."

DPF MAINTENANCE

According to the 2019 World Fuel Charter,

Dirty injectors cause incomplete combustion. In the case of
diesels, the resultant additional soot particulates are captured
by the DPF, encouraging increased active regeneration cycles.
This situation not only raises fuel consumption even further
but also emissions. Petrol engines do not get off lightly either,
with suboptimal fuel injector performance raising emissions,
reducing oil life and promoting contamination build within the
crankcase and air inlet tracts.
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An impecunious car owner may be unprepared to pay not just
for the replacement fluid but also for the labour and necessary
diagnostic intervention. However, a garage should resist
either disabling the system, or tricking it, by simply resetting
the counters, or filling the Eolys tank with diesel. Apart from,
potentially, being illegal, because it deactivates vital emissions
control equipment, it is also a false economy.

Highlighting additives upsells
Many garages upsell quality oil and fuel additives as
preventative measures to break the vicious circle that
accelerates deposit accumulations. BG Products informs AT
that, if deposits on an injector cause suboptimal combustion,
more deposits are formed, which sap power and increase
exhaust emissions further. The company highlights that its
BG44K or BG245 fuel system cleaners are, therefore, formulated
to remove the hard-baked deposits within the injector and on
its tip.
Using a decent oil flush, prior to draining, is also a prudent
upsell. Aside from suspending as much contamination
as possible within the old oil just before the sump plug is
removed, BG Products reports that its EPR flush helps to reseal
low-tension piston rings that are becoming especially popular
with GDI engines. If left unchecked, the resultant compression
loss contaminates the oil prematurely with fuel, causing
oxidisation, thickening and, ultimately, sludge and varnish
deposits.
Clearly, this latter issue degrades the oil's additive packs
prematurely, resulting in reduced engine protection. As
compression is likely to leak past low-tension rings between
now and the next service, an extra oil additive package may be
useful to support the existing lubricant. BG Products says that
such conditioners help to control soot loads, maintain viscosity
for longer and suppress acid formation.

DPF MAINTENANCE

The company offers reassurance that its additives do not work
against the chemistry within the engine oil. As ash deposits
within a particulate filter are accelerated significantly by oil
consumption, BG Products reasons that any means of cutting
oil consumption will reduce DPF ash loadings. Therefore,
keeping injectors and the crankcase clean benefits not just fuel
consumption and emissions but also enhances DPF reliability.
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CDTi advises that such operations will lead to an increased
likelihood of DPF blockages, meaning the DPF may need to be
cleaned, or even replaced. Fuel economy and engine reliability
issues may also result. The company adds that aftermarket
Fuel Borne Catalysts offer genuine cost savings but only those
offered by well-established quality suppliers. It claims that its
offering, PatFluid, is formulated as a universal product that
substitutes all four generations of OE Eolys fluid. The company
asserts that Patfluid's formulation ensures that it does not
deposit additional ash into the DPF.
Yet, CDTi highlights a growing problem with new products
entering the onboard DPF additive aftermarket. The company
reports that it has tested these formulations and found that
some of them contain less than 90% of the necessary active
ingredients, compared to the original OEM Eolys. It concludes
that, at such low levels, the performance of these products
is unlikely to match that of the original equipment additives.
For comparison, CDTi reports that PatFluid's formulation
has a similar content range to OEM Eolys. While the cheaper
products were available initially through online marketplaces,
reports circulate of them being offered to garages by factors,
so be on your guard.

On-board fuel additives (diesels)
While on the topic of additives, on-board Fuel Borne Catalysts
were pioneered by PSA (now Stellantis), which licensed the
technology across a variety of brands, from Mazda to Volvo.
The fluid, 'Eolys' being the OEM reference, is contained in
either a separate tank, or pouch, which possesses a dedicated
pump and injection system to dose the diesel tank after every
filling station visit. The additive reduces both the time and
temperatures needed for DPF regeneration. Invariably, the
additive does not last forever and either the pouch should be
replaced, or the additive tank replenished, at set intervals.

DPF additives
You can also promote fuel additives that clean the DPF but be
careful. Some types are sold as regeneration assisters, making
them useful for drivers that cover multiple short runs. Additives
for cleaning high soot loadings are different propositions, so
check with the manufacturer, because the labels are not always
clear.

Using the incorrect products and overdosing are several
reasons why the aftermarket is experiencing a rise in DPFs that
have melted internally. DPF Recovery told us that it has noticed
a trend and highlights that repeated doses of such additives
are responsible, along with repetitive forced generations. While
decent diagnostic equipment is important, training is essential.
DPF Recovery recommends the courses provided by both
Frank Massey and Darren Darling and insists that specialists in
this field are needed not just now but in the future.

On-car cleaning
In many ways, on-car cleaning is an easier customer-sell,
because it avoids dismounting the DPF and the associated
downtime. Naturally, success depends not just on the
technician but also on the processes and chemicals used.
Carwood reports that the cleaning fluid must not strip the
coatings from the DPF monolith, because this will hamper
future regenerations' effectiveness. The company adds that oncar cleaning will only remove a fraction of the particles, if the
cleansing fluid cannot reach all of the chambers.

low SAPS oils, BG Products reminds us that any mechanical
problem, which causes higher oil consumption, will raise DPF
ash loadings that reduce the soot holding capacity. Increased
regeneration frequency is a typical indication.
Ash is removed only by back-flushing, because it cannot pass
through the filter. Carwood emphasises that its off-car cleaning
service removes not just ash and cerium but also oil and soot
deposits, without damaging the precious metal coatings
within the filter. DPF Recovery adds that off-car cleaning also
permits inspection of the DPF's internals. It also states that DPF
manufacturers have concluded that there is no difference in
performance, between a filter that has gone through its Flash
Cleaner Machine process, and a new filter.
While it may seem that off-car cleaning is a hard service to
justify, it is not in reality. Admittedly, turnaround may not be
as quick as on-car cleaning, but a customer will only have to
wait days, rather than weeks. With new replacement filters
costing anywhere from several hundred to several thousands
of pounds, Carwood maintains that fitting a professionally
cleaned DPF is a much more cost-effective solution. If a
customer encourages the fitting of a suspiciously cheap new
filter, it is worth highlighting that non-OEM specification
replacements may possess a low-grade (or a reduced
size) substrate that will degrade in the high regeneration
temperatures. DPF Recovery adds that, because the
precious metal content represents a significant percentage
of a replacement DPF's costs, an inexpensive aftermarket
replacement may possess smaller catalysts with reduced
quantities of precious metals.

DPF Recovery concurs, stating that on-car cleaning is viable
for a low mileage vehicle that has a blocked DPF that is caused
by other failed components, which tends to be responsible
for nearly every DPF blockage, anyway. The main on-car DPF
cleaning limitation is its inability to remove ash.

Both Carwood and DPF Recovery agree that, despite claims
from certain companies, on-car cleaning does not remove
ash deposits. Ash is the naturally-occurring remnant of soot
that has combusted within the DPF – therefore, it cannot be
burnt again. The same applies to cerium deposits from fuel
additives, originating either from an onboard source, or those
that are dosed manually. Generally, ash becomes an issue only
after very high mileages, but this presumes that the car has
been maintained on time and with correct-specification low
SAPS oils, which promote reduced ash deposits. Even with

DPF MAINTENANCE

Off-car cleaning
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Alignment:
The hard sell
Optimum wheel geometry is essential
not just for suppressing running costs
but also optimum handling and correct
ADAS operation. Yet, why can it be so
difficult to justify to the customer? Rob
Marshall investigates
Any repair that alters a vehicle's suspension geometry would
need to have the wheel alignment checked and adjusted
afterwards. Unusual tyre wear patterns can also be used
to justify a necessary alignment service as a preventative
maintenance measure. Traditionally, even the most costconscious customer would be persuaded that the extra outlay
makes financial sense in the longer term, unless, of course, the
car was about to be sold.
However, ADAS equipped vehicles are adding significantly
to the cost of such operations. This may mean that you will
need to justify the larger invoice value to a customer, who may
expect repair costs to be similar to those of a previously-owned
car.
Hofmann Megaplan advises that technicians should view ADAS
calibration as an extension of wheel alignment. Therefore,
should you remove, or refit/replace a suspension ball joint, a
wishbone or dampers, ADAS alignment checks should follow
wheel geometry.

Money, Money, Money

ADAS: STEP-BY-STEP

Naturally, the investment in ADAS calibration equipment
and training is significant. Some companies argue rightly so,
considering that the correct alignment of ADAS equipment has
such an important safety bearing.
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Some ADAS equipment suppliers base a per-alignment charge
on £250+, when calculating return on investment periods.
Even so, for some relatively minor operations, such as track rod
end replacement, adding ADAS calibration to wheel alignment
adds a notable sum to the invoice and may risk potential
customer upset.
Yet, surely all aftermarket garages are in the same boat,
regarding charges? It appears not. As some insurance
companies are, allegedly, setting ADAS calibration rates with
their repair partners well below £250, it appears that market
forces are starting to drive the rates downwards already.
For garages, Delphi argues that this is a problem. As the
calibration of each sensor can take between 30 and 60
minutes, the workshop must charge a minimum of half an
hour's worth of labour, plus a fixed proportion towards the
hardware and equipment costs. It advises, therefore, the

ADAS calibration takes time and involves capital expenditure and
training investment. As accurate wheel alignment is essential to
success, persuading customers to pay for both procedures is not
always easy.

best way to justify this to a customer is to emphasise that
the vehicle's crash mitigation systems must operate as the
manufacturer intends.

When the authorities do little to help the cause...
ABS has its own fault warning symbol, as do airbags/SRS, so
why not ADAS? After all, the absence of a dashboard light
means all is well as far as most drivers are concerned. Yet,
considering how essential functioning ADAS equipment is to
safety, it is staggering that European Type Approval authorities
have not settled upon a universal symbol that can be used
across all car models to highlight either faulty ADAS, or one
that requires calibration. Thatcham is calling on one to be
implemented but a standardised tell-tale has yet to appear.
You may wish to use this point to prove to a suspicious
customer why a car will not necessarily warn of maladjusted
ADAS systems. While it can be argued that ADAS does not
form part of the MOT Test (yet), the DVSA has confirmed to AT
that the driver is still responsible legally for the integrity of the
vehicle's safety aids.

Setting-up and using ADAS equipment
For more information on setting-up and using ADAS
calibration equipment, Delphi has produced the
following advice videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLFvT-fNLKs
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HU0D7mobgsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzdK-fyAPnw

2. Calibration is also required if a sensor has been moved, or renewed.
Windscreen-mounted hardware, such as the pictured Volvo's camera and
radar, will require calibrating, if the glazing has been replaced. LiDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) tend to be used for close and mediumrange monitoring, although Bosch introduced a long-range LiDAR for
automotive use in 2020.

3. Changes in the sensor environment also dictate ADAS calibration. As
radar and LiDAR units can also be positioned behind the front bumper,
or grille, any disturbance of their positions (through either impact, or
the bumper having to be removed in the workshop for access to another
component) necessitates a calibration before handing the vehicle back
to the customer.

4. It is not always clear which ADAS equipment is fitted but a global
diagnostic scan should reveal every ECU present, so you have a better
awareness of the vehicle, on which you are working.

5. Hofmann Megaplan reports that modern vehicles can have several
ADAS components mounted to the front, sides and rear. For these ADAS
components to work correctly, they must be calibrated on a vehicle that
has had its steering and suspension geometry checked and adjusted,
first.

6. Delphi advises that common errors, which prevent successful wheel
geometry and ADAS calibrations, include not verifying that the steering
angle sensor recognises the front wheels' straight-ahead position and
thinking that other instructions are trivial, when they are essential. These
directions include those relating to fuel level and additional weighting.

ADAS: STEP-BY-STEP

1. Whether ADAS calibration is required, or not, depends on the vehicle,
the calibration method (static or dynamic), and which sensor is being
calibrated (Camera/Radar/LiDAR). Generally, ADAS calibration is needed
after any repair that influences the wheel alignment and ride height. This
ranges from simple bush replacement to subframe refitting/replacement.
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7. Check that the car is in good order, otherwise, there is little point in
trying to set the geometry and even less point attempting to calibrate the
ADAS hardware. Look for low tyre pressures, broken coil springs, worn
suspension components, or even damaged rims that prevent you from
attaching the alignment clamps.

8. Hofmann Megaplan adds that basic maintenance of your alignment
equipment is essential, including having it calibrated annually. It also
advises technicians to check for seized turn plates, which would hold the
steering under tension, resulting in incorrect toe measurements.

9. Some technicians still prefer to carry out front wheel alignment alone
and ignore the back axle. Hofmann Megaplan admits that this might
have been acceptable years ago but, when considering recent models,
the front axle cannot be isolated from the rear, because they work in
tandem to produce the required handling characteristics. With ADAS,
align both axles. Any geometry issue that affects the thrust angle
negatively should be addressed before proceeding.

10. After the wheel geometry is verified as correct and, after the hardware
is dismounted, provide the customer with before and after print-outs,
especially if an adjustment was necessary. As the static calibration
process can take some time, connect a battery support unit, so that
power is not cut during the procedure.

11. D
 elphi reports that its hard and software permits the technician to
review the procedure, even before starting the work, by simply entering
the registration number. The instructions give you a step-by-step
process, dependent on the vehicle model presented. The picture does
not denote a Delphi system.

12. Traditional analogue calibration systems use physical pattern boards
that require assembling in front of the car. Hella Gutmann Solutions
employs a digital projector. Hofmann Megaplan's solution uses a
monitor, mounted to a calibration frame. The company argues that its
system saves workshops time, due mainly to its Keystone technology
feature. This permits the patterned image to be manipulated to
compensate for any misalignment of the calibration frame in relation to
the vehicle. This means that the ADAS camera 'sees' a perfectly aligned
image, even if the technician hasn’t got the frame aligned precisely.

13. Radar and LiDAR alignments can also be fairly time-consuming and you
will need to identify their locations, if they need manual adjustments,
which are not always obvious. The Distronic adaptive cruise control on
this 2018 Mercedes CLK is hidden behind the grille badge. See also Step
2 and 3.

14. While camera and radar calibrations require a zero minutes thrust on
the suspension, as per Step 9, a notable difference between them on
certain models is that a mirror is required. This permits the radar sensor
to analyse the signal that is received back into the unit. The procedure
requires several readings at different mirror angles: parallel, +2 degrees
and -2 degrees. The technician adjusts the mirror position, when
instructed by the diagnostic equipment. Again, this is not necessarily a
quick process.

15. T
 his Audi A7 possesses a camera on each of its door mirrors. Aside
from ensuring that the suspension alignment is correct, the system
must recognise set road markings to ensure correct alignment. The
technician unrolls a pair of calibration mats, each of which is laid
down each flank and completes the procedure, when directed by the
diagnostic software.

16. Finally, to complete the process, garages may wish to provide an ADAS
certificate in addition to wheel geometry confirmation.

ADAS: STEP-BY-STEP

"A car will not necessarily
warn of maladjusted
ADAS systems and while
ADAS does not form part
of the MOT Test (yet), the
DVSA has confirmed to
AT that the driver is still
responsible legally for the
integrity of the vehicle's
safety aids"
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The Real Difference
in the AC Business

CLIMATE
COMFORT
SYSTEM

FULL SUPPORT FOR AC TECHNICIANS
Perform efficient, safe and successful AC service with our parts.
Genuine Nissens quality means all our products ensure optimal
system performance as well as fast, trouble-free installation.
Unique features such as corrosion protection prolong the lifespan
of each component and deliver years of value to vehicle owners.
Additionally, we offer comprehensive tech support solutions
essential to HVAC system maintenance, including up-to-date
guides on the latest vehicle designs.

THE DIFFERENCE

nissens.com/climate

ONE-STOP
SHOPPING FOR
KEY SYSTEM PARTS

FACTORY NEW
COMPRESSORS
PRE-FILLED WITH
PAG OIL

PROVEN,
RELIABLE, LONG
LIFESPAN

SUPREME CAR PARC
COVERAGE, NEW
ENERGY VEHICLE
PARTS INCLUDED

LONG-LIFE,
CORROSION
PROTECTED
CONDENSERS

EASY INSTALLATION,
IMPORTANT
PARTS INCLUDED
(FIRST FIT)

You may find yourself having
to sell your air conditioning
services for both working
and non-working systems

Promoting more than hot air
With spring very much here, thoughts are
turning to air conditioning. Rob Marshall
looks into the latest developments and
how to maximise your potential

A priority must be having the knowledge and
confidence to use the equipment correctly, for which
training is paramount. Waeco reports that it has even
come across an air conditioning service station being
connected to a Fiat fuel rail by accident. In any case,
F gas certification is a minimum requirement, when
handling any automotive refrigerant, in addition
to further education on the basic principles of air
conditioning. Waeco UK highlights that it offers such
courses for aftermarket technicians.

AIRCON

The first time the cabin becomes uncomfortably hot tends to
be when many car owners notice ineffectual air conditioning.
While the issue can have many causes, the finger of blame may
point squarely at the driver, which may require receptionist tact
at the service desk. The phrase, 'use it or lose it' is especially
relevant. Being petrified of dabbing the A/C button, for fear of
wasting increasingly pricey fuel, facilitates the refrigerant's bid
for freedom.

Education, education, education
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Curing faults
Even so, it is not especially difficult to sell air conditioning
services to a customer that wants a broken system reinstating.
Your main challenge may be to rid misconceptions, gained
possibly from 'Technician Google' (or, even worse, the mate in
the pub/forum), that the system needs more than just a re-gas.
Selling your process, therefore, is the priority.
Apart from emphasising that recharging a leaky circuit is illegal,
the system will also not work for long, making the quick fix
neither cost-effective, nor environmentally responsible. While
Nissens admits that proper diagnostics will add to the time
taken and, therefore, will cost more, a well-executed repair will
reduce the total cost of ownership in the longer term.
Valeo reminds us that, as modern A/C (especially climate
control systems) are controlled electronically, the whole HVAC
system should be checked diagnostically. DENSO recommends
that, after confirming the customer complaint, the diagnostic
process should involve checking the DTCs, before inspecting
the systems for leaks. Live data readings, including the lowpressure switch position, should also be verified. Once the
fault is isolated, then the repair method (and a more accurate
quotation) can be established.
The customer may even be unaware of a problem. Aside
from checking that the compressor is engaging, on systems
equipped with an electromagnetic clutch, taking temperature
measurements at the air vents is a relatively speedy way to
assess the system's efficacy. Valeo says that you do so using
one face-level vent, with all the others closed off. With the
system at its coldest setting, the airflow should not exceed 8ºC.

The harder sell
A greater challenge involves selling air conditioning services
when the system appears to work perfectly. The 'If it ain't broke,
don't fix it' mantra may even get quoted at you. Even if the
customer is not sufficiently confident to say it, the impression
may be gleaned that you are recommending unnecessary
work. Therefore, you will have to work harder to advise that air
conditioning maintenance services are really in the customer's
best longer-term interests.

AIRCON

Nissens recommends that the A/C system is treated in the
same way as other safety and comfort technologies, meaning
that regular and planned inspections should be incorporated
into the maintenance schedules. It argues that this alone may
save the owners from unexpected future costs.
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The company reasons that simple visual inspections, or system
performance evaluations, are not pricey operations and can
be conducted during major/annual services. Such checks
can reveal issues that can be addressed before they stop
the system from working and prolong the lifespan of costly
components. A typical example is checking that the condenser
is neither excessively damaged, nor corroded, before a total
loss of refrigerant results that courts compressor seizure.

Top Tips:
Looking after your equipment
Damaged, or broken, air conditioning equipment will
hinder your ability to repair and maintain refrigerant
circuits, tempting customers to go elsewhere. The
following tips should help you avoid machine failure, in
peak air-con season.

1. Know what you are extracting

Just because a car's A/C system is specified to work
with a particular refrigerant, this is no guarantee of the
actual contents. Exposing your workshop equipment
to gases, which it is not designed to handle, can cause
damage. Should your equipment not possess an
internal tester, consider external refrigerant identifiers
as worthwhile purchases.

2. Avoid ageing consumables

One of the main aims of an air conditioning service is
to remove moisture. Yet, compressor oil is hygroscopic.
Within three days, unused fluid can absorb sufficient
moisture from the atmosphere to render it unusable.
Dosing it back into a vehicle's system is, therefore,
counterproductive.
Waeco states that screw-topped oil bottles tend to be
responsible and reports that its double-capped Profil
Oil/Dye bottles keep out moisture for longer.
The moisture does not do your workshop machine
any good, either. Its pH valve drops, too. This increased
acidity corrodes the machine's internal pipework and
damages its seals.
When ordering compressor oils, consider that they
are becoming increasingly manufacturer-specific,
particularly with high voltage hybrids and EVs. In
addition, UV tracer dyes are becoming increasingly
refrigerant bespoke.

3. Regular maintenance

Aside from frequent calibration checks and
adjustments (if necessary), do not forget that your
machine requires additional maintenance. Oil and filter
changes may be part of this.
Therefore, enquire with the
manufacturer for its
recommended operations.
Waeco, for instance,
recommends oil and filter
changes after the machine
has processed 150kgs of
refrigerant, which is the
equivalent of 350 repairs.
It also highlights its
service partner network,
which conducts all
aspects of electrical,
calibration and hydraulic
system repair and
maintenance. In addition,
all firmware software
updates are free
of charge.

WAECO AIR CON SERVICE
WAECO - the leading brand across Europe provides more than 40 years of experience in
workshop equipment solutions and consumables for all air conditioning systems.
Covering all sectors of the market for cars, trucks, buses, agricultural and construction vehicles.

WHY CHOOSE WAECO
• Patented 8 bearing loading scale,
no calibration required

•

LOW EMISSION CONCEPT
approved & used by many manufacturers

• Patented humidity free Profil oil & UV bottles

ENGINEERED IN GERMANY

For further information, please contact:

andrew.bastable@dometic.com • 07951 528 052
john.vincent@dometic.com • 07850 961 604

WAECO.COM

If you are geared up for EVs, highlight your ability to look after its complex cabin, battery and motor thermal management systems

Denso also recommends an annual A/C service that includes
assessing the remaining refrigerant. While the EU Directive
2006/40 reports that a single evaporator system may lose up to
40 grams of refrigerant naturally per year (a double evaporator
system can shed up to 60), this loss accelerates if the driver
restricts A/C use to the summer, rather than all year round.
Denso elaborates that, should the refrigerant reach a lower
level, the oil return to the compressor becomes critical, which
starves it of lubrication.

High voltage applications
If your garage has invested in high-voltage training and
equipment, promoting the service should persuade local
hybrid/EV owners that you are a credible alternative to main
dealer networks.

AIRCON

Nissens explains that the A/C systems on these applications
are more complex to manage the temperatures of the battery
and drive motor(s), as well as the cabin. Based on heat pump
solutions, additional heat exchangers and more sophisticated
electronics are employed. They also tend to work at higher
pressures, meaning that the diagnostic process is even more
involved and important.
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Unlike conventional systems, a faulty A/C circuit on EVs has
greater ramifications than just prejudiced interior comfort. The
reduction in battery/motor temperature control increases the
risk of the journey not being completed. Explaining, therefore,

to the customer that, if the A/C stops, so do you, is not that
tricky, although it may take some effort to shake away any
misconceptions that EVs require little to zero maintenance.
Interestingly, Denso reports that Battery Electric Vehicle
A/C systems are less prone to natural refrigerant leaks. The
company states that this may be down to the compressors,
because they are sealed hermetically. Even so, Denso highlights
that these advanced systems still possesses delicate parts, such
as condensers that are vulnerable to being punctured.

"Unlike conventional
systems, a faulty A/C
circuit on EVs has
greater ramifications
than just prejudiced
interior comfort. The
reduction in battery/
motor temperature
control increases the
risk of the journey not
being completed"

Heating up:
refrigerant prices
While automotive air conditioning operates
within a multi-refrigerant market, much
aftermarket attention is focussed on R134a.
This is due not only to its popularity within
the car parc (albeit declining) but also the
European Union continues to restrict its
production, due to its relatively high Global
Warming Potential (GWP).
Nissens reports that price rises are the result.
However, new developments within the
industry are looking at similar performing
alternatives to R134A, such as R456A, which
offers the same performance but with a
significant GWP reduction.
While it may be tempting to seek alternative
gases through less than conventional
channels, avoid doing so. AT has come
across situations, where some R134a
bottles (originating from outside the UK
and EU) contain butane gas, instead. While,
admittedly, it will work as a refrigerant,
its highly flammable nature will put your
customers at a severe safety risk.

Primalec Snow Leopard 190x130.qxp_Layout 1 11/01/2022 10:34 Page 1

Snow Leopard Oils
The premium A/C lubricants
Formulated from select synthetic base oils and refined with
special additives to meet and exceed the needs of all vehicle
AC compressors. Snow Leopard technical lubricants have
the power and lubricity to protect and optimise the cooling
performance of any air conditioning system.
● HFO PAGs for all PAG-filled A/Cs with R1234yf or R134a,
including Hybrids, PHEVs, EVs
● MRL85 for all POE-filled A/Cs with R1234yf or R134a,
including Hybrids, PHEVs, EVs
● Extra Cool R134a Glo-PAGs with ICE32 to restore
cooling performance in older R134a systems

With fewer stocking units, it’s easy to

USE THE RIGHT OIL FOR THE JOB

Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.

816955

AIRCON

Contact your Primalec distributor or Factor or call us for details on 01622
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.co.uk
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

PREPARE FOR AIRCON SEASON
LKQ Euro Car Parts will only sell R14A Refrigerant – ‘old
gas’ – to customers who can prove they are trained to
work with it and the supplier is urging technicians to
ensure they are FGAS-qualified. Customers who have
previously purchased R134A are being asked to submit
their FGAS qualification details via an online form – so
that the sale is permitted on their accounts.

COMPETE WITH DEALERS ON SUSPENSION
REPAIRS
Delphi Technologies says it is enabling independent garages to
compete against franchised dealerships for common suspension
repairs after introducing 90 steering and suspension parts for
some of the newest and most popular vehicles on UK roads.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

45 outer tie-rods, 31 stabiliser links and 14 track control arms
are now available for models such as the Vauxhall Corsa 2019-,
Peugeot 208 2019-, Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 2018-, Ford Focus
2018- and the Tesla Model S and Model X. The new components
lift its UK coverage to over 95 per cent for both outer tie-rods
and stabiliser links.
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Julian Goulding, Marketing Manager Northern Europe, Delphi
Technologies, said: “We’re exceptionally pleased to introduce a
significant number of key steering and suspension components
in such a short timeframe. It underlines our commitment to the
aftermarket, providing independent outlets with the parts they
need to offer owners of even the very latest models a quality
repair that is more cost-effective than a main dealer.”
“Notably, the introduction of the Tesla components reaffirms our
drive to cater for the increasing number of electrified vehicles
on UK roads, and while some independents are daunted at the
prospect of working on EVs, this development allows them to
gain revenue from the type of repair that is common to all cars
and vans, regardless of how they are powered.”
www.delphiautoparts.com/gbr/en

The refrigerant is not present in any vehicles registered
from 2017 onwards, when it was replaced by the more
environmentally-friendly HFO-1234yf, or ‘new gas’.
Colin Cottrell, marketing director at LKQ Euro Car Parts,
commented: “At this time of year, we always urge our
workshop customers to start preparing for air con
season – by buying in consumables and ensuring their
machines are in good shape.
“Air con servicing is a big seasonal revenue opportunity
for independent workshops – and one we’re here to
help them unlock, by providing products, training, and
equipment, while helping them stay on the right side of
the law.
Those who are not qualified can complete FGAS
training via the LKQ Academy.
https://lkqacademy.co.uk

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

NEW ADDITIONS TO WIPER PROGRAMME
DENSO Aftermarket has several new-to-range additions
in its OE wiper programme. The 23 new part numbers fall
under the flat blade category and cater for more than 2.7
million vehicles in the UK and Ireland, including numerous
popular models from Ford, Vauxhall, VAG and BMW.
The Tesla Modal S, BMW i3 and VW ID.3 are among the
vehicles covered in addition to LCV references for PSA and
Renault applications.
Denso’s wiper programme consists of Standard, Hybrid,
Flat and Rear categories, providing direct like-for-like
replacements and the option to upgrade to a more
advanced blade.
www.denso-am.eu/e-catalogue

NEW SHOCKS

“As customers will know, we take great pride in
ensuring our components meet or exceed OE
specifications,” says the Apec Product Team. “All
products are subject to rigorous testing, designed
to replicate the harshest driving conditions
to guarantee product quality is of the highest
standard and one that customers can be confident
in.”

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Following on from several non-braking launches
from Apec, including steering and suspension,
coil springs and drivetrain components, it now
introduces a range of shock absorbers.

https://apecautomotive.co.uk
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TECHNICAL
ADVICE ON
COMMON FAULTS
Comline is providing
technical bulletins to
describe common faults
and solutions.
The latest technical poster highlights that the lower wishbone
bush bolts on the Land Rover Discovery III, IV and Range Rover
Sport (2005-2012) often become corroded, making them
difficult to remove. This makes lower wishbones (CCA1263L,
CCA2263R, CCA1405L and CCA2405R) tough to replace. The
bolts are usually destroyed when removed.
A fitting kit (CSK7000K), solves this problem, comprising all
the necessary add-ons with the new wishbones – two camber
bolts and camber washers, two washers, four nuts, one strut
mounting bolt and one driveshaft nut – for a straightforward
replacement.
To download the poster, click here.

SOCKETS SETS ON OFFER
Sealey’s AK2741B 12pc 3/8"Sq Drive, AK2742B13pc
1/2"Sq Drive, AK2744B 12pc 3/8"Sq Drive & AK2745B
13pc 1/2"Sq Drive are Lock-On Socket Sets within
the Premier Black Hand Tools line, designed for daily
professional use. They are currently on special offer in
Sealey’s Tool Promotion.
All are manufactured from hardened and tempered
high grade Chrome Vanadium steel and have been
polished in a black chrome finish to resist corrosion.
They all feature specially machined flutes in the walls
of the socket which enable use on up to 85% rounded
fasteners, providing added strength and preventing
damage to worn or rusted fixings.
They each include a knurled ring for extra grip with
oily fingers, come supplied on a socket rail and have a
lifetime guarantee.
www.sealey.co.uk

Your trade
Our tech

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

#MyLamp
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Whatever the job, you will always need more light.
Ring’s new uniquely designed MAGflex inspection lamps are
bright, portable, rechargeable and tough enough to withstand oil,
dirt and knocks.
Packed with features such as advanced LED technology, magnets,
flexible ratchet mechanisms, hooks and focused torches, the
MAGflex range ensures you can get on with the job in hand.

Find out more at:
www.ringautomotive.com
/ringautomotive
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BATTERY SUPPORT
ACCESSORY
CTEK has a new wall hanger to help
keep battery clamps and cables
safely stored. The wall hanger PRO60/
PRO120, is also designed for a more
permanent storage solution for the
CTEK PRO60 and PRO120 battery
support units.
Made of black powder coated metal,
the unit enables the PRO60 or PRO120
unit to be mounted on the wall or
ramp-post for quick and easy access.
“With vehicle technology becoming
more and more complex, technicians
are finding that battery support is
something required for even the
smallest vehicle repair or service,” says
CTEK’s Mark Poole. “Whilst workshops
maybe in the past had one or two
battery support units, used across multiple bays, they are now
looking to equip each and every bay with a powerful solution to
meet even the most power-thirsty, modern vehicles.”
The PRO60 and PRO120 12V battery support units provide
up to 120A of constant current, have selectable voltage

output to exactly meet the specifications of individual vehicle
manufacturers – as well as being able to work with both leadacid and lithium (LiFePO4) batteries. They have a stable output,
to prevent battery failure during diagnostic/re-programming
work.
www.ctek.com
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SERVICE AND REPAIR

SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT

KYB Marketing Manager, Jordan Day, explains “Our new
social media digital packs are the latest in our growing
range of support tools for our customers. We know a
lot of workshops utilise social media very effectively to
communicate to their relevant customer bases; we hope
these digital packs will help them to advise customers why
it is so important to replace suspension components after
80,000km”.
Workshops who are interested should contact their local
KYB distributor.

It’s true. It pays off to stand
out from the crowd.
SIGN UP TODAY to enjoy the many benefits accreditation to
The Motor Ombudsman’s Service and Repair Code offers:
Expert assistance to help resolve customer disputes
Exclusive use of The Motor Ombudsman and Approved Code logos
An online Garage Finder profile to drive additional leads
AND…customer reassurance you’re doing the right thing

TheMotorOmbudsman.org/join
*Excludes VAT / for single Code accreditation paid monthly on Direct Debit

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

KYB has created a social media digital pack for workshops,
with ready-made posts garages can use to educate their
customers about the safety critical nature of suspension
components. The visuals are accompanied by suggested
text for the posts as well as an overview of how social media
can help business communication.

DID YOU KNOW THAT SHOWING
WHAT YOU DO BEST COSTS FROM
LESS THAN £19 PER MONTH*?
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BRAKE INSPECTION TIPS
First Line provides some useful brake servicing
reminders
1. When inspecting brake discs for wear, or damage, look
especially for heat cracks. More in-depth tests can
follow with a dial indicator gauge.
2. Witness marks on the disc can indicate issues with the
pad. Technicians should use a brake pad thickness
gauge to determine wear levels.
3. An excessively worn outboard brake pad tends to
indicate issues with the guide pins, bushings and
even the sliders. If the inner pad exhibits more
wear, check for a seized piston, or master cylinder
problems.
4. Anti-noise brake pad components lose their tensile
strength over time, causing not just increased
noise but also unequal wear and uneven braking. Whenever
pads, or shoes, are replaced, also renew ancillary parts. These
include springs, clips, and shims.

5. Never use copper-based grease on modern pads. It can cause
the pads to stick in the caliper. It can also attack rubber antinoise coatings on the pad.
6. Symptoms of worn brake shoes include an inconsistent brake
pedal feel, or vibrations under braking. Alternatively, the park
brake travel can be excessive.
7. Brake shoe return springs are not everlasting, and they
weaken with age. If they do not return the shoes to their
original rest positions, they can induce rapid lining wear.
8. First Line emphasises the importance of keeping brake shoe
self-adjusting mechanisms free and lubricated properly.
9. B
 rake hoses are made from rubber, giving them a defined
lifetime. First Line recommends that they be replaced as car
sets every five years.
10. In First Line’s experience, testers that heat brake fluid to
evaluate its water content provide the best balance of
performance and economy. Even so, careful handling and
regular calibration are required for optimum reliability.

A HANDS-ON APPROACH TO LEARNING

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

James Dillon has several courses coming up at his
Technical Topics training workshop in Bridgwater.
A Diagnostic Bootcamp runs 25th - 29th April, teaching
fool proof diagnostic methods that will see you fixing
more cars faster. EV VW Specialist takes place 4th 6th May providing service, repair diagnostics and
maintenance training to enable you to profit from VW
group EV service. A 2-day, hands-on ISTA course runs
9th & 10th May, and 2-day ODIS course on 23rd & 24th
May, both cover diagnostics, TSBs, wiring, programming
& coding on the respective systems.
An EV Diagnostic Masterclass 25th - 27th May will build
upon existing EV knowledge and plans to get you and
your workshop ready to capitalise on the lucrative EV
market, covering VW, BMW, Nissan, and Toyota.
www.techtopics.co.uk
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UNIQUE SERVICING – BMW RADIATORS
MAHLE is reminding technicians in its latest technical
bulletin that when installing a new radiator on certain
BMW models, a short or long screw plug must be fitted,
depending on the transmission.
Some BMW radiators can be used for different model and
transmission combinations. These radiators are always
supplied with both short and long screw plugs and seals,
but it’s imperative that the correct part is fitted to avoid
leakages or contamination.
Vehicles with manual transmission should be fitted
with a short screw plug, and vehicles with automatic
transmission and an oil cooler fitted with a long screw
plug. Using the incorrect screw plug in a vehicle with
automatic transmission can cause severe damage, as
it closes the additional connection to the oil cooler,
preventing coolant from circulating. If the incorrect screw
plug is installed on a manual transmission vehicle, coolant
will escape at the unused oil cooler connection.
The supplier also reiterates that despite the rule of
thumb that manual gearboxes have short screw plug
installations and automatics have long screw plugs, there
are several BMW radiators available that can be used for
different vehicle and transmission combinations.
Seals should always be replaced and coated with clean
coolant prior to fitting, in order to prevent damage
caused by dry assembly.

Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Making an enquiry?
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The Only Way is Up
Mike Schlup, Managing Director of Kalimex
– the UK distributors of JLM Lubricants
products and K-Seal Coolant Leak Repair
– explains how he believes now is the
perfect time for independent workshops to
communicate their value to customers

OVER TO YOU

The impact of global price increases on everything from food
to clothing, and of course fuel, is now being felt by consumers
but the other side of this coin presents a real opportunity
for mechanics. Consumers want to save money by trimming
budgets to the bone. Their car however is a must-have, and
that vehicle upgrade is now on hold, at least until the crisis is
over. As the average age of vehicles increases it leads naturally
to more servicing, more repairs, and more opportunities for the
independent mechanic to shine as a real hero. So, mechanics
must invest in marketing to remind and encourage motorists
to maintain a proper service schedule for their cars. Simply
foregoing a routine service or ignoring warning lamps on the
dashboard is a false economy.
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Savvy mechanics need to share these important messages with
motorists. We know from regular feedback from Darren Darling
and his DPF Doctor Network members that motorists ignoring
warning lights, or filling up with a cheap-as-chips DPF refill
fluid, for example, can lead to the demise of a DPF with a price
tag running into the thousands for a replacement. Short-term
savings can rapidly develop into unnecessary additional costs
as undiagnosed problems and tired or broken components
begin to fail. This is compounded by motorists undertaking
shorter journeys than pre-pandemic levels due to changes in

Mike Schlup,
Managing Director,
Kalimex

working patterns and lifestyles. Mechanics must be vocal with
customers about all of this!

Keep on moving
I believe that mechanics can do even more. Investing in
training is something that really makes a workshop tower over
competitors. It is not enough to tread water – simply doing
today what they did yesterday. We are unapologetic flag
flyers of Darren Darling’s DPF training. Not least because we
hear from motorists directly and via DPF Doctors of what can
happen when an inexperienced workshop attempts a DPF fix –
with multiple forced regens for example – only for the motorist
to come to a DPF Doctor and either be told their DPF has been
damaged beyond repair or the money they spent was wasted
because their vehicle was far from fixed. If a workshop is serious
about repairing DPFs and being in the top 5% of mechanics
in the UK, attending Darren’s training will give them the tools
they need to lead from the front.
Going beyond Darren’s training, if a workshop is looking to
present themselves as a specialist, then underpinning their
expertise and experience should be the latest training in that
field. The pandemic has rightfully led to motorists looking to
their independent mechanic to provide the right advice and
the right service at a fair price. Long may that continue. Just
because motorists are feeling the pinch does not mean they
do not appreciate good customer service and expert advice.
So, here’s to a successful year for all of us!
For more information visit www.jlmlubricants.com and
www.the-dpf-doctor.com.

THE ART OF
GENUINE PARTS
Distrigo are the masters of genuine parts: when it comes to
Vauxhall, Peugeot, Citroën, and DS Automobiles you know you’re
getting parts direct from the original artist. Each authentic part
has been meticulously crafted to offer the perfect ﬁt, meeting the
manufacturer’s exacting standards in quality, testing and safety.
Each one is supported by a full manufacturer warranty, too.

GENUINE & ALL-MAKES
PARTS FOR THE TRADE

Distrigo Parts Distribution means:

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
DISTRIGOPARTS.CO.UK

TRAINING
TOOLS
TECHNOLOGY

8-9 June 2022 NEC Birmingham

The National Event
for Garages and Bodyshops
• 100 exhibitors & training partners
• 60+ LIVE training sessions: 		
Service Repair, Collision Repair
& Hybrid/EV

• Business advice
• Exclusive show offers

Leading Suppliers Confirmed

BOOK YOUR FREE TICKET

www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com
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